
The ideal solution for every 
channel partner

Stream Cloud can do whatever you need it too. Its 
catalogue of cloud services covers infrastructure, 
platform and software services, offering scalable 
choices for beginners through to power users. With 
VMware vSphere technology, and high-performance 
SANs, Stream Cloud boasts superior throughput and 
latency ensuring enterprise-class performance – no 
matter what you, or your customers, are using it for.

Security without compromise 

Stream Cloud is located within an ex MOD nuclear-
proof datacentre and at two core internet exchange 
points; Harbour Exchange and Telehouse North. 
They all meet strict security accreditations including 
ISO27001 and PCI DSS. In addition, Stream Cloud is 
protected by high availability Cisco firewalls and is 
DDoS protected from the core of our network.

Stream Cloud
A low-cost, self-service virtual datacentre

Stream Cloud provides the ultimate environment for you to serve 
your customers with best-in-class infrastructure, connectivity, 
storage and security. Each Stream datacentre is backed-up to 
three different locations. They are built with VMware technology 
and high availability hardware and are interconnected via Juniper 
fibre core to the UK’s most connected network.

stream.net.uk

the UK’s most connected network

Run servers, desktops and all 
your favourite packages

Stream Cloud’s catalogue covers infrastructure, 
platform and software services, offering scalable 
choices for beginners through to power users. 
Users can deploy many market-leading IaaS, PaaS 
and SaaS solutions. Popular deployments include:
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the UK’s most connected network

About Stream

Stream has been built for business, enabling our channel partners to leverage the power of our unrivalled network and cloud services. 

Our purpose-built Juniper network and multi-tenant SD-WAN infrastructure allows our partners to take complete control of their 
customers’ networks. And our highly resilient Stream Cloud virtual datacentre provides high availability cloud, secure internet transit and 
same day mobile connectivity. Our partner portal, Cascade enables partners to serve their customers with online ordering and full technical 
diagnostics of our complete range of services from full fibre broadband and fibre ethernet to cloud servers and mobile broadband.

And finally, our team of dedicated partner managers and expert technical support staff are on hand to provide friendly,  
straight-forward support. 

If you are building business, we are building partners.

Talk to the Stream Team at:

e: partners@stream.net.uk 
t: +44 (0)1635 884170 
w: www.stream.net.uk 

Stream, 2 Riverside House, Mill Lane, Newbury, RG14 5QS

Stream Cloud 
A low-cost, self-service virtual datacentre for our partner community 

• High availability infrastructure─– Stream Cloud is located within highly secure datacentres and is 
protected by high availability Cisco firewalls and DDoS scrubbing. It is connected to our core Juniper SDN 
fibre network and directly to customer’s cloud environments using the UK’s most connected network.

• Automated back-up –  Stream Cloud is backed up using Veeam to three different storage 
locations that can provide your customers with full machine and file restoration within minutes.

• High availability storage – Stream  Cloud is connected to our high-performance SANs, offering 
multi-protocol configurations, solid-state drives and intelligent real-time tiering built for 
demanding workloads in any environment. Load balanced solutions can also be deployed. 

• Up to 20% saving – Stream Cloud hosting typically costs 20% less than the big-name providers such 
as AWS or Rackspace. Additionally, it provides simple fixed monthly billing with no hidden extras.

• 24x7x365 support – Stream Cloud is maintained and monitored 24x7x365 by our qualified 
VMware engineers who provide assistance on infrastructure and software.


